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represents a fact. Keep in mind that some relations represent facts about entities whereas others represent 

facts about relationships (between entities).  

 

Relational database 

 

A relational database (RDB) is a collective set of multiple data sets organized by tables, records and columns. 

RDBs establish a well-defined relationship between database tables. Tables communicate and share 

information, which facilitates data searchability, organization and reporting. 

 

RDBs use Structured Query Language (SQL), which is a standard user application that provides an easy 

programming interface for database interaction. 

 

RDB is derived from the mathematical function concept of mapping data sets and was developed by Edgar F. 

Codd. 

RDBs organize data in different ways. Each table is known as a relation, which contains one or more data 

category columns. Each table record (or row) contains a unique data instance defined for a corresponding 

column category. One or more data or record characteristics relate to one or many records to form functional 

dependencies. These are classified as follows: 

 

 One to One: One table record relates to another record in another table. 

 One to Many: One table record relates to many records in another table. 

 Many to One: More than one table record relates to another table record. 

 Many to Many: More than one table record relates to more than one record in another table. 

 RDB performs "select", "project" and "join" database operations, where select is used for data retrieval, 

project identifies data attributes, and join combines relations. 

 

RDBs advantages: 

 Easy extendibility, as new data may be added without modifying existing records. This is also known as 

scalability. 

 New technology performance, power and flexibility with multiple data requirement capabilities. 

 Data security, which is critical when data sharing is based on privacy. For example, management may share 

certain data privileges and access and block employees from other data, such as confidential salary or 

benefit information. 

 

Database Schema 

A database schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of the entire database. It defines 

how the data is organized and how the relations among them are associated. It formulates all the constraints  

that are to be applied on the data. 

A database schema defines its entities and the relationship among them. It contains a descriptive detail of the 

data ase, hi h a  e depi ted  ea s of s he a diag a s. It s the data ase desig e s ho desig  the 
schema to help programmers understand the database and make it useful. 

A data ase s he a a  e di ided oadl  i to t o atego ies − 

Physical Database Schema − This s he a pe tai s to the a tual sto age of data a d its fo  of sto age like 
files, indices, etc. It defines how the data will be stored in a secondary storage. 
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Logical Database Schema − This s he a defi es all the logi al o st ai ts that eed to e applied o  the data 
stored. It defines tables, views, and integrity constraints. 

 

Keys are the attributes of the entity, which uniquely identifies the record of the entity. For example, 

STUDENT_ID identifies individual students, passport#, license # etc. 

As we have seen already, there are different types of keys in the database. 

Super Key is the one or more attributes of the entity, which uniquely identifies the record in the database. 

Candidate Key is one or more set of keys of the entity. For a person entity, his SSN, passport#, license# etc can 

be a super key. 

Primary Key is the candidate key, which will be used to uniquely identify a record by the query. Though a 

person can be identified using his SSN, passport# or license#, one can choose any one of them as primary key 

to uniquely identify a person. Rest of them will act as a candidate key. 

 

Comparison of primary key and foreign key 

 Primary key is unique but foreign key need not be unique. 

 Primary key is not null and foreign key can be null, foreign key references a primary key in another table. 

 Primary key is used to identify a row; where as foreign key refers to a column or combination of columns. 

 Primary key is the parent table and foreign key is a child table. 

Constraints 

Every relation has some conditions that must hold for it to be a valid relation. These conditions are 

called Relational Integrity Constraints. The e a e th ee ai  i teg it  o st ai ts − 

 Key constraints 

 Domain constraints 

 Referential integrity constraints 

 

Key Constraints 

There must be at least one minimal subset of attributes in the relation, which can identify a tuple uniquely. 

This minimal subset of attributes is called key for that relation. If there is more than one such minimal subset, 

these are called candidate keys. 

Ke  o st ai ts fo e that − 

 In a relation with a key attribute, no two tuples can have identical values for key attributes. 

 A key attribute cannot have NULL values. 

Key constraints are also referred to as Entity Constraints. 

Domain Constraints 

Attributes have specific values in real-world scenario. For example, age can only be a positive integer. The 

same constraints have been tried to employ on the attributes of a relation. Every attribute is bound to have a 

specific range of values. For example, age cannot be less than zero and telephone numbers cannot contain a 

digit outside 0-9. 

Referential integrity Constraints 

Referential integrity constraints work on the concept of Foreign Keys. A foreign key is a key attribute of a 

relation that can be referred in other relation. 

Referential integrity constraint states that if a relation refers to a key attribute of a different or same relation, 

then that key element must exist. 

Intension and Extension- 
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Extension  

The set of tuples appearing at any instant in a relation is called the extension of that relation. In other words, 

instance of Schema is the extension of a relation. The extension varies with time as instance of schema or the 

value in the database will change with time. 

Intension  

The intension is the schema of the relation and thus is independent of the time as it does not change once 

created. So, it is the permanent part of the relation and consists of – 

1. Naming Structure – Naming Structure includes the name of the relation and the attributes of the relation. 

2. Set of Integrity Constraints – The Integrity Constraints are divided into Integrity Rule 1 (or entity integrity 

rule), Integrity Rule 2 (or referential integrity rule), key constraints, domain constraints etc. 

For example: 

Employee  (EmpNo Number (4) NOT NULL, EName Char(20), Age Number(2), Dept Char(4) 

Relational Query languages- Relational query languages use relational algebra to break the user requests and 

instruct the DBMS to execute the requests. It is the language by which user communicates with the database. 

These relational query languages can be procedural or non-procedural. 

Procedural query language will have set of queries instructing the DBMS to perform various transactions in 

the sequence to meet the user request. For example, get_CGPA procedure will have various queries to get the 

marks of student in each subject, calculate the total marks, and then decide the CGPA based on his total 

marks. This procedural query language tells the database what is required from the database and how to get 

them from the database. Relational algebra is a procedural query language. 

Non-procedural queries will have single query on one or more tables to get result from the database. For 

example, get the name and address of the student with particular ID will have single query on STUDENT table. 

Relational Calculus is a non-procedural language which informs what to do with the tables, but doesn t i fo  
how to accomplish. 

 

SQL 

SQL language is divided into four types of primary language statements: DML, DDL, DCL and TCL. Using these 

statements, we can define the structure of a database by creating and altering database objects, and we can 

manipulate data in a table through updates or deletions. We also can control which user can read/write data 

or manage transactions to create a single unit of work. 

The four main categories of SQL statements are as follows: 

I. DDL (Data Definition Language) 

II. DML (Data Manipulation Language) 

III. DCL (Data Control Language) 

IV. TCL (Transaction Control Language) 

DDL (Data Definition Language) 

DDL statements are used to alter/modify a database or table structure and schema. These statements handle 

the design and storage of database objects. 

CREATE – create a new Table, database, schema 

Example:  

create table vendor_master(vencode varchar(5) unique, venname varchar(7) not null); 

 

ALTER – alter existing table, column description 

Example:  

alter table vendor_master add(productprice int(10) check(productprice<10000)); 
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DROP – delete existing objects from database 

Example:  

drop table vendor_master; 

 

DML (Data Manipulation Language) 

DML statements affect records in a table. These are basic operations we perform on data such as selecting a 

few records from a table, inserting new records, deleting unnecessary records, and updating/modifying 

existing records. 

DML statements include the following: 

SELECT – select records from a table 

 

Example:  

select * from order_master 

INSERT – insert new records 

 

Example:  

insert into order_master values('&oredrno','&odate','&vencode', '&o_status','&deldate'); 

 

UPDATE – update/Modify existing records 

 

Example:  

update person set address='United States'where pid=5; 

 

DELETE – delete existing records 

 

Example:  

delete from person where lastname='Kumar'; 

 

 

DCL (Data Control Language) 

DCL statements control the level of access that users have on database objects. 

GRANT – allows users to read/write on certain database objects 

 

Example:  

Grant select, update on dept to ABC; 

 

REVOKE – keeps users from read/write permission on database objects 

 

Example:  

Reovek delete on emp form admin; 

 

TCL (Transaction Control Language) 

TCL statements allow you to control and manage transactions to maintain the integrity of data within SQL 

statements. 

BEGIN Transaction – opens a transaction 

COMMIT Transaction – commits a transaction 

 

Example:  

Set autocommit=0; 
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ROLLBACK Transaction – ROLLBACK a transaction in case of any error. 

 

BEGIN TRAN @TransactionName   

       INSERT INTO ValueTable VALUES(1), (2);   

ROLLBACK TRAN @TransactionName;   

 

Complex queries- 

Complex SQL is the use of SQL queries which go beyond the standard SQL of using the SELECT and WHERE 

commands. Complex SQL often involves using complex joins and sub-queries, where queries are nested in 

WHERE clauses. Complex queries frequently involve heavy use of AND clauses and OR clauses. These queries 

make it possible for perform more accurate searches of a database. 

 

Various Joins: - 

Joi s a e ope atio s that oss efe e e  the data.  That is, tuples f o  o e elatio  a e so eho  at hed 
with tuples from another relation to form a third relation.  There are several types of joins, but the most basic 

type is the Cartesian join, sometimes called a Cartesian product or cross product.  Other joins, including the 

natural join, the Equi-join and the theta join, are variations of the Cartesian join in which special rules are 

applied.  Each of these four types of joins in described below. 

 

Indexing - 

Indexing is a way to optimize performance of a database by minimizing the number of disk accesses required 

when a query is processed. An index or database index is a data structure which is used to quickly locate and 

access the data in a database table.  

Indexes are created using some database columns. 

 The first column is the Search key that contains a copy of the primary key or candidate key of the table. 

These values are stored in sorted order so that the corresponding data can be accessed quickly (Note that the 

data may or may not be stored in sorted order). 

 The second column is the Data Reference which contains a set of pointers holding the address of the disk 

block where that particular key value can be found. 

There are two kinds of indices: 

1) Ordered indices: Indices are based on a sorted ordering of the values. 

2) Hash indices: Indices are based on the values being distributed uniformly across a range of buckets. The 

bucket to which a value is assigned is determined by function called a hash function. 

There is no comparison between both the techniques; it depends on the database application on which it is 

being applied. 

 Access Types: e.g. value based search, range access, etc. 

 Access Time: Time to find particular data element or set of elements. 

 Insertion Time: Time taken to find the appropriate space and insert a new data time. 

 Deletion Time: Time taken to find an item and delete it as well as update the index structure. 

 Space Overhead: Additional space required by the index. 

Indexing Methods 

Ordered Indices 

The indices are usually sorted so that the searching is faster. The indices which are sorted are known as 

ordered indices. 

 If the search key of any index specifies same order as the sequential order of the file, it is known as 

primary index or clustering index. 

Note: The search key of a primary index is usually the primary key, but it is not necessarily so. 
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 If the search key of any index specifies an order different from the sequential order of the file, it is called the 

secondary index or non-clustering index. 

Clustered Indexing 

Clustering index is defined on an ordered data file. The data file is ordered on a non-key field. In some cases, 

the index is created on non-primary key columns which may not be unique for each record. In such cases, in 

order to identify the records faster, we will group two or more columns together to get the unique values and 

create index out of them. This method is known as clustering index. Basically, records with similar 

characteristics are grouped together and indexes are created for these groups. 

Primary Index  

In this case, the data is sorted according to the search key. It induces sequential file organization. 

In this case, the primary key of the database table is used to create the index. As primary keys are unique and 

are stored in sorted manner, the performance of searching operation is quite efficient. The primary index is 

classified into two types: Dense Index and Sparse Index. 

(I) Dense Index:  

 For every search key value in the data file, there is an index record. 

 This record contains the search key and also a reference to the first data record with that search key value. 

(II) Sparse Index: 

 

 The index record appears only for a few items in the data file. Each item points to a block as shown. 

 To locate a record, we find the index record with the largest search key value less than or equal to the search 

key value we are looking for. 

 We start at that record pointed to by the index record, and proceed along the pointers in the file (that is, 

sequentially) until we find the desired record. 

Non-Clustered Indexing 

A non-clustered index just tells us where the data lies, i.e. it gives us a list of virtual pointers or references to 

the location where the data is actually stored. Data is not physically stored in the order of the index. Instead, 

data is present in leaf nodes. For example, the contents page of a book. Each entry gives us the page number 

or location of the information stored. The actual data here (information on each page of book) is not 

organized but we have an ordered reference (contents page) to where the data points actually lie. 

Secondary Index 

It is used to optimize query processing and access records in a database with some information other than the 

usual search key (primary key). In these two levels of indexing are used in order to reduce the mapping size of 

the first level and in general. Initially, for the first level, a large range of numbers is selected so that the 

mapping size is small. Further, each range is divided into further sub ranges. 

In order for quick memory access, first level is stored in the primary memory. Actual physical location of the 

data is determined by the second mapping level. 

 

 Trigger 

A database trigger is procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain events on a 

particular table or view in a database. The trigger is mostly used for maintaining the integrity of the 

information on the database. 

Schema-level triggers. 

 After Creation 

 Before Alter 

 After Alter 

 Before Drop 

 After Drop 
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 Before Insert 

The four main types of triggers are: 

1. Row Level Trigger: This gets executed before or after any column value of a row changes 

2. Column Level Trigger: This gets executed before or after the specified column changes 

3. For Each Row Type: This trigger gets executed once for each row of the result set affected by an 

insert/update/delete 

4. For Each Statement Type: This trigger gets executed only once for the entire result set, but also fires each 

time the statement is executed. 

Syntax 

CREATE [OR REPLACE] TRIGGER trigger_name   

{BEFORE | AFTER | INSTEAD OF}   

{INSERT [OR] | UPDATE [OR] | DELETE}   

[OF col_name]   

ON table_name   

[REFERENCING OLD AS o NEW AS n]   

[FOR EACH ROW]   

WHEN (condition)    

DECLARE  

   Declaration-statements  

BEGIN   

   Executable-statements  

EXCEPTION  

   Exception-handling-statements  

END; 

 

Details: 

 

C‘EATE [O‘ ‘EPLACE] T‘IGGE‘ t igge _ a e − C eates o  epla es a  e isti g t igge  ith the t igge _ a e. 
 

{BEFO‘E | AFTE‘ | IN“TEAD OF} − This spe ifies he  the t igge  will be executed. The INSTEAD OF clause is 

used for creating trigger on a view. 

 

{IN“E‘T [O‘] | UPDATE [O‘] | DELETE} − This spe ifies the DML ope atio . 
 

[OF ol_ a e] − This spe ifies the olu  a e that ill e updated. 
 

[ON ta le_ a e] − This spe ifies the name of the table associated with the trigger. 

 

[‘EFE‘ENCING OLD A“ o NEW A“ ] − This allo s ou to efe  e  a d old alues fo  a ious DML 
statements, such as INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. 

 

[FO‘ EACH ‘OW] − This spe ifies a o -level trigger, i.e., the trigger will be executed for each row being 

affected. Otherwise the trigger will execute just once when the SQL statement is executed, which is called a 

table level trigger. 
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WHEN o ditio  − This p o ides a o ditio  fo  o s fo  hi h the t igge  would fire. This clause is valid 

only for row-level triggers. 

 

Assertion 

An assertion is a statement in SQL that ensures a certain condition will always exist in the database. Assertions 

are like column and table constraints, except that they are specified separately from table definitions. An 

example of a column constraint is NOT NULL, and an example of a table constraint is a compound foreign key, 

which, because it's compound, cannot be declared with column constraints. 

Assertions are similar to check constraints, but unlike check constraints they are not defined on table or 

column level but are defined on schema level. (i.e., assertions are database objects of their own right and are 

not defined within a create table or alter table statement.) 

 

Relational Algebra 

Relational Algebra is a procedural language used for manipulating relations. The relational model gives the 

structure for relations so that data can be stored in that format but relational algebra enables us to retrieve 

information from relations. Some advanced SQL queries requires explicit relational algebra operations, most 

commonly outer join. 

Relations are seen as sets of tuples, which means that no duplicates are allowed. SQL behaves differently in 

some cases. Remember the SQL keyword distinct. SQL is declarative, which means that you tell the DBMS 

what you want. 

Set operations 

Relations in relational algebra are seen as sets of tuples, so we can use basic set operations. 

Review of concepts and operations from set theory 

 Set Element 

 No duplicate elements 

 No order among the elements 

 Subset 

 Proper subset (with fewer elements) 

 Superset 

 Union 

 Intersection 

 Set Difference 

 Cartesian product 

 Relational Algebra 

 Relational Algebra consists of several groups of operations 

 

Unary Relational Operations 

SELECT (symbol: s (sigma)) 

PROJECT (symbol: (pi)) 

RENAME (symbol: r (rho)) 

Relational Algebra Operations from Set Theory 

UNION (U ), INTERSECTION ( ), DIFFERENCE (or MINUS, – ) 

CARTESIAN PRODUCT ( x ) 

Binary Relational Operations 

JOIN (several variations of JOIN exist) 

Additional Relational Operations 

OUTER JOINS, OUTER UNION 

AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS 

Unary Relational Operations 
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SELECT (symbol: s (sigma)) 

 

Selection 

Selection is another unary operation. It is performed on a single relation and returns a set of tuples with the 

same schema as the original relation.   The selection operation must include a condition, as follows: 

 

A selection of Relation A is a new relation with all of the tuples from Relation A that meet a specified 

condition. The condition must be a logical comparison of one or more of the attributes of Relation A and their 

possible values.  Each tuple in the original relation must be checked one at a time to see if it meets the 

condition.  If it does, it is included in the result set, if not, it is not included in the result set. The logical 

comparisons are the same as those used in Boolean conditions in most computer programming languages.   

The symbol for selection is , a lowercase Greek letter sigma.   

A selection operation is written as B = c(A) , where c is the condition. 

 

Example: 

We wish to find all members of the U.S. Supreme Court born before 1935 in Arizona 

 

Let A = the relation containing data on members of the Supreme Court, as defined above.   

 

B = ((year of birth < 1935)  state of i th = A izo a  (A). 

 

B = {(William, Rehnquist, Arizona, 1924), (Sandra, O'Connor, Arizona, 1930)} 

 

The allowable operators for the logical conditions are the six standard logical comparison operators:  equality, 

inequality, less than, greater than, not less than (equality or greater than), not greater than (equality or less 

than)   Simple logical comparisons may be connected via conjunction, disjunction and negation (and, or, and 

not). 

 

The symbols for the six logical comparison operators are: 

 

Comparison Operation Symbol 

equal to = 

not equal to ≠  o  <> 

less than  

greater than  

not less than (greater than or equal to)   or >= 

not greater than (less than or equal to)  or <= 

 

The symbols for the three logical modifiers used to build complex conditions are: 

 

Modifier  Symbol 

And  

or  

not   or ~ 
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Some definition or collating sequence must exist to determine how values compare to one another for each of 

the data types used, just as in computer programming languages. For example, 2 comes before 11 if the values 

a e i tege s, ut  o es efo e  if the values are character strings.   

 

Each time we perform a selection operation, the result set will have the same number or fewer tuples.  Most 

often, the result set gets smaller with each selection operation. 

σsu je t = "data ase" Books  

Output − “elects tuples from books where subject is 'database'. 

 

σsu je t = "data ase" a d p i e = " " Books  

Output − “ele ts tuples f o  ooks he e su je t is 'data ase' a d 'p i e' is . 
 

σsu je t = "data ase" a d p i e = " " o  ea  > " " Books  

Output − Selects tuples from books where subject is 'database' and 'price' is 450 or those books published 

after 2010. 

 

 

Projection 

 

Projection is another unary operation, performed on a single relation with a result set that is a single relation, 

defined as follows: 

The projection operation returns a result set with all rows from the original relation, but only those attributes 

that are specified in the projection. 

 

Projection is shown by  , the upper case Greek letter Pi.  A selection operation is written as  

B =  attributes (A), where attributes is a list of the attributes to be included in the result set. 

 

Example: 

We wish to show only the names of the U. S. Supreme Court Justices from the example above. 

 

Let A = the relation containing data on members of the Supreme Court, as defined above. 

 

B =  first name, last name (A) 

 

B = { (William, Rehnquist), (John, Stevens),  (Sandra, O'Connor), (Antonin, Scalia), (Anthony, Kennedy), (David, 

Souter),  (Clarence, Thomas),  (Ruth, Ginsburg),  (Stephen, Breyer) } 

 

∏su je t, autho  Books  

Selects and projects columns named as subject and author from the relation Books. 

 

A projection operation will return the same number of tuples, but with a new schema that will include either 

the same columns or fewer columns.  Most often, the number of columns shrinks with each projection. 

 

Combining Selection and Projection 

Often the selection and projection operations are combined to select certain data from a single relation. We 

can nest the operation with parenthesis, just like in ordinary algebra.   

 

Example: 

We wish to show only the names of the U.S. Supreme Court justices born in Arizona before 1935. 
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Let A = the relation containing data on members of the U. S. Supreme Court, as defined above. 

 

B =  first name, last name (((year of birth < 1935)  state of i th = A izo a  (A) ) 

 

B = { (William, Rehnquist), (Sandra, O'Connor) } 

 

When performing both a projection and a selection, which would be more efficient to do first, a projection or 

a selection?  Imagine that we have a database of 100,000 student records.  We wish to find the student #, 

name, and GPA for student # 111-11- .   “hould e fi d the stude t s e o d fi st a d the  pull out the 
name and GPA, or should we pull out the name and GPA for all students, then search that set for the student 

we are seeking?  Usually it is best to do the selection first, thereby limiting the number of tuples, but this is not 

always the case.   Fortunately, most good database management systems have optimizing compilers that will 

perform the operations in the most efficient way possible. 

 

The most common queries on single tables in modern data base management systems are equivalent to a 

combination of the selection and projection operations. 

 

Union 

In simple set theory, the union of Set A and Set B includes all of the elements of Set A and all of the elements 

of Set B.  In relational algebra, the union operation is similar:   

The Union of relation A and relation B is a new relation containing all of the tuples contained in either relation 

A or relation B.  Union can only be performed on two relations that have the same schema.  

The symbol for union is ∪  In relational algebra we would write something like R3 = R1 ∪ R2. 

 

Example: 

The set of students majoring in Communications includes all of the Acting majors and all of the Journalism 

majors. 

 

Let A = the relation with data for all Acting majors 

Let J = the relation with data for all Journalism majors 

Let C = the relation with data for all Communications majors 

 

 C = A ∪ J 

 

The union operation is both commutative and associative. 

 

Commutative law of union:   A ∪ B   =   B ∪ A   

Associative law of union:   (A ∪ B) ∪ C  =   A ∪ (B ∪ C)   

Intersection 

Like union, intersection means pretty much the same thing in relational algebra that it does in simple set 

theory:   

 

The Intersection of relation A and relation B is a new relation containing all of the tuples that are contained in 

both relation A and relation B.  Intersection can only be performed on two relations that have the same 

schema.  

The symbol for intersection is ∩ In relational algebra we would write something like R3 = R1 ∩ R2. 

Example: 

We might want to define the set of all students registered for both Database Management and Linear Algebra.  
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Let D = the relation with data for all students registered for Database Management 

Let L = the relation with data for all students registered for Linear Algebra 

Let B = the relation with data for all students registered for both Database Management and Linear Algebra 

 

B = D ∩ L 

 

The intersection operation is both commutative and associative. 

 

Commutative law of intersection:   A ∩ B   =   B ∩ A   

Associative law of intersection:   (A ∩ B) ∩ C  =   A ∩ (B ∩ C)   

Unlike union, however, intersection is not considered a basic operation, but a derived operation, because it 

can be derived from the basic operations.  We will look at difference next, but the derivation looks like this:   

 

R1 ∩ R2 = R1 – (R1 – R2) 

 

Fo  ou  pu poses, ho e e , it eall  does t atte  that i te se tio  is a de i ed ope atio . 
 

Difference 

The difference operation also means pretty much the same thing in relational algebra that it does in simple set 

theory:   

The difference between relation A and relation B is a new relation containing all of the tuples that are 

contained in relation A but not in relation B.  Difference can only be performed on two relations that have the 

same schema.  

The symbol for difference is the same as the minus sign -     We would write R3 = R1 – R2. 

 

Example: 

We might want to define the set of all players sitting on the bench during a basketball game. 

 

Let T = the relation with data for all players currently on the team 

Let G = the relation with data for all players currently in the game 

Let B = the relation with data for all players on the bench; that is, on the team but not playing 

 

B = T - G 

 

The difference operation is neither commutative nor associative. 

 

A - B   ≠ B - A   

(A - B) - C  ≠  A - (B - C)   

 

Complement 

Union, Intersection, and difference were binary operations; that is, they were performed on two relations with 

the result being a third relation.  Complement is a unary operation; it is performed on a single relation to form 

a new relation, as follows: 

The complement of relation A is a relation composed all possible tuples not in A, which have the same schema 

as A, derived from the same range of values for each attribute of A. 

Complement is sometimes shown by using a superscripted C, like this:    B = AC . 

 

Example: 
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Let A = the relation containing data on members of the U.S. Supreme Court, with the schema  

(first name, last name, state of birth, year of birth).    

 

A = { (William, Rehnquist, Arizona, 1924), (John, Stevens, Illinois, 1920),  (Sandra, O'Connor, Arizona, 1930), 

(Antonin, Scalia, New Jersey, 1936), (Anthony, Kennedy, California, 1936), (David, Souter, Massachusetts, 

1939),  (Clarence, Thomas, Georgia, 1948),  (Ruth, Ginsburg, New York, 1933),  (Stephen, Breyer, California, 

1938) } 

 

AC would be the set of all possible tuples with the same schema as A but not in A, that are derived from the 

same domains for the attributes.  It would be very large and include tuples like (William, Rehnquist, Arizona, 

1920), (William, Rehnquist, Arizona, 1930), (Ruth, Rehnquist, Illinois, 1924), (William, Stevens, Illinois, 1930), 

(John, O'Connor, Georgia, 1938), (Clarence, Ginsberg, California, 1936), and so on. 

 

If we perform the complement operation twice, we get back the original relation, just like we would when 

using the negation operation on numbers in simple arithmetic.  (AC) C = A, which means that if B = AC, then A = 

B C. 

 

Joins 

Joi s a e ope atio s that oss efe e e  the data.  That is, tuples f o  o e elatio  a e so eho  at hed 
with tuples from another relation to form a third relation.  There are several types of joins, but the most basic 

type is the Cartesian join, sometimes called a Cartesian product or cross product.  Other joins, including the 

natural join, the equi-join and the theta join, are variations of the Cartesian join in which special rules are 

applied.  Each of these four types of joins in described below. 

 

Cartesian Join 

Imagine that we have two sets, one composed of letters and one composed of numbers, as follows: 

 

S1 = { a, b, c, d}  and S2 = { 1,2,3} 

 

The cross product of the two sets is a set of ordered pairs, matching each value from S1 with each value from 

S2.   

 

S1 x S2 = { (a,1), (a2), (a3), (b1), (b2), (b3), (c,1), (c2), (c3), (d1), (d2), (d3) } 

 

The cross product of two sets is also called the Cartesian product, after René Descartes, the French 

mathematician and philosopher, who among other things, developed the Cartesian Coordinates used in 

quantifying geometry.  In Cartesian coordinates, we have an X-axis and a Y-axis, which means we have a set of 

X values and a set of Y values.  Each point on the Cartesian plane can be referenced by its coordinates, with an 

X-Y ordered pair: (x,y).  The set of all possible X and Y coordinates is the cross product of the set of all X 

coordinates with the set of all Y coordinates. 

 

In relational algebra, the cross product of two relations is also called the Cartesian Product or Cartesian Join, 

and is defined as follows: 

 

The Cartesian Join of relation A and relation B is composed by matching each tuple from relation A one at 

time, with each tuple from relation B one at a time to form a new relation containing tuples with all of the 

attributes from tuple A and all of the attributes from tuple B.  If tuple A has AT tuples and AA attributes and 

tuple B has BT tuples and BA attributes, then the new relation will have (AT * BT) tuples, and (AA + BA) attributes. 
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The symbol for a Cartesian Join is    We would write C = A  B. 

Example: 

We wish to match a group of drivers with a group of trucks. 

 

Let D = the relation with data for all of the drivers 

D has the schema D(name, years of service) 

D = { (Joe Smith, 12), (Mary Jones, 4), (Sam Wilson, 20), Bob Johnson, 8) } 

 

Let T = the relation with data for all of the trucks 

T has the schema D (make, model, year purchased) 

T = {(White, Freightliner, 1996), (Ford, Econoline, 2002), (Mack, CHN 602, 2004)} 

 

Let A = the relation with data for all possible assignments of driver to trucks 

A = D  T 

A has the schema A (name, years of service, make, model, year purchased) 

 

A = { (Joe Smith, 12, White, Freightliner, 1996), (Joe Smith, 12, Ford, Econoline, 2002), (Joe Smith, 12, Mack, 

CHN 602, 2004 ), (Mary Jones, 4, White, Freightliner, 1996), (Mary Jones, 4, Ford, Econoline, 2002), (Mary 

Jones, 4, Mack, CHN 602, 2004 ), (Sam Wilson, 20, White, Freightliner, 1996), (Sam Wilson, 20, Ford, Econoline, 

2002), (Sam Wilson, 20, Mack, CHN 602, 2004 ), (Bob Johnson, 8, White, Freightliner, 1996), (Bob Johnson, 8, 

Ford, Econoline, 2002), (Bob Johnson, 8, Mack, CHN 602, 2004 )  } 

 

Although Cartesian Joins form the conceptual basis for all other joins, they are rarely used in actual database 

management systems because they often result in a relation with a large amount of data.  Consider the case of 

a table with data for 40,000 students, with each row needing 300 bytes of storage space, and a table for 2,000 

advisors, with each row needing 200 bytes.   The two original tables would need about 12,000,000 and 

400,000 bytes of storage space (12 megabytes and 400 kilobytes).   The Cartesian join of these two would have 

80,000,000 records, each with nearly 600 bytes of storage space for a total of 48,000,000,000 bytes (48 

gigabytes).   

Another reason that Cartesian joins are not used often is this:  What is the value of a Cartesian join?  How 

often do we really need to create such a table? 

The other types of joins, which are based on the Cartesian join, are used more often, and are commonly 

applied in combination with projection and selection operations. 

 

Natural Join 

A natural join is performed on two relations that share at least one attribute, and is defined as follows: 

The natural join of relation A with relation B is a new relation formed by matching all tuples from relation A 

one by one with all tuples from relation B one by one, but only where the value of the shared attributes are 

the same.  Each shared attribute is only included once in the schema of the result set.  A natural join can only 

be performed on two relations that have at least one shared attribute.  

The symbol for a natural join is ⋈ We would write C = A  ⋈ B. 

Theta Join  

A theta join is similar to a Cartesian join, except that only those tuples are included that meet a specified 

condition, as follows: 

The theta join of relation A with relation B is a new relation formed by matching all tuples from relation A one 

by one with all tuples from relation B one by one, but only where the tuples meet a specified condition, called 

the theta predicate. If the relations share any attributes, then each shared attribute is only included once in 

the schema of the result set.   
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The general symbol for a theta join is composite symbol, similar to the symbol for a natural join subscripted 

with the Greek letter theta:  ⋈θ    We would write    C = A ⋈θ B.  In practice, the theta is replaced with the 

actual condition. 

 

Equi-Join  

An equi-join, which is similar to both a theta joins and a natural join, is defined as follows: 

The equi-join of relation A with relation B is a new relation formed by matching all tuples from relation A one 

by one with all tuples from relation B one by one, but only where the tuples meet a specified condition of 

equality, called the equi-join predicate. If the relations share any attributes, then each shared attribute is only 

included once in the schema of the result set.   

 

The symbolism for an equi-join is similar to the symbol for a natural join subscripted with the equal sign:  ⋈=    

We would write    C = A ⋈= B.  Just as with the theta join, in practice the equal sign is replaced with the actual 

condition. 

 

The difference between an equi-join and a theta join is that the condition must be one of equality in an equi-

join.   The difference between an equi-join and a natural join is that the two relations do not need to have a 

common attribute in an equi-join.   

 

Example:  

We wish to match groups of people waiting for tables at a restaurant with the available tables, on the 

condition that the number of people in the group equals the number of seats at the table. 

 

Let W = the relation with data for all the groups waiting for tables 

Let T = the relation with data for all of the available tables 

Let M = the relation with data assigning groups to tables 

 

M = W ⋈group.size = table.seats T 

 

In this notation the attribute names are shown in their more complex form, relation.attribute, so that 

group.size refers to the size attribute of the group relation, and table.seats refers to the seats attribute of the 

table relation. 

 

Summary of Relation Algebra: 

 OPERATION 

  

  

  PURPOSE     

   

 NOTATION    

SELECT 

 

Selects all tuples that satisfy the selection 

condition from a relation R.     

   

σ<sele tio  o ditio > ‘   
   

   

 

PROJECT 

 

    

Produces a new relation with only some of 

the attributes of R, and removes duplicate 

tuples.     

   

    

π<att i ute list> ‘    
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THETA JOIN 

 

    

Produces all combinations of tuples from R 

and R1 2 that  satisfy the join condition.  

   

   

    

R1 <join condition> R2  

   

   

 

EQUIJOIN 

 

Produces all the combinations of tuples from 

R1 and R2 that satisfy a join condition with 

only equality comparisons.     

   

    

R1 <join condition> R2, OR (<join 

attributes 1>),   

 (<join attributes 2>) R2 

    

 

NATURAL JOIN 

 

Same as EQUIJOIN except that the join 

attributes of R2 are not included in the 

resulting relation; if the join attributes have 

the same names, they do not have to be 

specified at all.     

R1*<join condition> R2, OR R1* 

(<join attributes 1>),  (<join 

attributes 2>) R2 OR R1 * R2  

   

   

 

UNION 

 

Produces a relation that includes all the 

tuples in R1 or R2 or both R1 and R2; R1 and 

R2 must be union-compatible.   

  

   

    

R1 ∪ R2     

   

 

INTERSECTION 

 

Produces a relation that includes all the 

tuples in both R1 and R2; R1 and R2 must be 

union-compatible.     

   

    

‘  ∩ ‘      

   

 

DIFFERENCE 

 

Produces a relation that includes all the 

tuples in R1 that are not in R2; R1 and R2 

must be union-compatible.     

   

    

R1 – R2     

   

 

CARTESIAN PRODUCT 

 

Produces a relation that has the attributes of 

R1 and R2 and includes as tuples all possible 

combinations of tuples from R1 and  R2.  

   

   

    

R1 × R2     

   

 

DIVISION 

 

Produces a relation R(X) that includes all 

tuples t[X] in R1(Z) that appear in R1 in 

combination with every tuple from R(Y), 

where  Z = X ∪ Y.     

   

    

R1(Z) ÷ R2(Y)     

   

 

 

Different Types of constraints in DBMS with Example: 

 Domain Constraints 

 Tuple Uniqueness Constraints 

 Key Constraints 

 Single Value Constraints 
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 Integrity Rule 1 (Entity Integrity Rule or Constraint) 

 Integrity Rule 2 (Referential Integrity Rule or Constraint) 

 General Constraints 

Domain Constraints – 

Domain Constraints specifies that what set of values an attribute can take. Value of each attribute X must be 

an atomic value from the domain of X. 

The data type associated with domains include integer, character, string, date, time, currency etc. An attribute 

value must be available in the corresponding domain. Consider the example below – 

 
  

Tuple Uniqueness Constraints – 

A relation is defined as a set of tuples. All tuples or all rows in a relation must be unique or distinct. Suppose if 

in a relation, tuple uniqueness constraint is applied, then all the rows of that table must be unique i.e. it does 

not contain the duplicate values. For example, 

 
Key Constraints – 

Keys are attributes or sets of attributes that uniquely identify an entity within its entity set. An Entity set E can 

have multiple keys out of which one key will be designated as the primary key. Primary Key must have unique 

and not null values in the relational table.  In an subclass hierarchy, only the root entity set has a key or 

primary key and that primary key must serve as the key for all entities in the hierarchy. 

Example of Key Constraints in a simple relational table – 

 
Single Value Constraints – 

Single value constraints refer that each attribute of an entity set has a single value. If the value of an attribute 

is missing in a tuple, then we can fill it ith a ull  alue. The ull alue fo  a att i ute ill spe if  that eithe  
the value is not known or the value is not applicable. Consider the below example- 
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Integrity Rule 1 (Entity Integrity Rule or Constraint)  

The Integrity Rule 1 is also called Entity Integrity Rule or Constraint. This rule states that no attribute of 

primary key will contain a null value. If a relation has a null value in the primary key attribute, then uniqueness 

property of the primary key cannot be maintained. Consider the example below- 

 
Integrity Rule 2 (Referential Integrity Rule or Constraint) – 

The integrity Rule 2 is also called the Referential Integrity Constraints. This rule states that if a foreign key in 

Table 1 refers to the Primary Key of Table 2, then every value of the Foreign Key in Table 1 must be null or be 

available in Table 2. For example, 

 

Some more Features of Foreign Key – 

Let the table in which the foreign key is defined is Foreign Table or details table i.e. Table 1 in above example 

and the table that defines the primary key and is referenced by the foreign key is master table or primary table 

i.e. Table 2 in above example. Then the following properties must be hold: 

 Records cannot be inserted into a Foreign table if corresponding records in the master table do not 

exist. 

 Records of the master table or Primary Table cannot be deleted or updated if corresponding 

records in the detail table actually exist. 

 

 

                                                                                   

                                                                      

 
 

 

Relational calculus 

Relational calculus is a non-procedural query language. It uses mathematical predicate calculus instead of 

algebra. It provides the description about the query to get the result whereas relational algebra gives the 

method to get the result. It informs the system what to do with the relation, but does not inform how to 

perform it. 

For example, steps involved in listi g all the stude ts ho atte d Data ase  Cou se i  elatio al alge a 
would be 

 “ELECT the tuples f o  COU‘“E elatio  ith COU‘“E_NAME = DATABA“E  

 PROJECT the COURSE_ID from above result 

 SELECT the tuples from STUDENT relation with COUSE_ID resulted above. 

In the case of relational calculus, it is described as below: 

Get all the details of the students such that each student has course as 'Database'. 
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See the difference between relational algebra and relational calculus here. From the first one, we are clear on 

how to query and which relations to be queried. But the second tells what needs to be done to get the 

stude ts ith data ase  ou se. But it does tell us ho  e eed to p o eed to a hie e this. ‘elatio al al ulus 
is just the explanative way of telling the query. 

There are two types of relational calculus - Tuple Relational Calculus (TRC) and Domain Relational Calculus 

(DRC). 

 

 

Tuple Relational Calculus 

A tuple relational calculus is a non-procedural query language which specifies to select the tuples in a relation. 

It can select the tuples with range of values or tuples for certain attribute values etc. The resulting relation can 

have one or more tuples. It is denoted as below: 

{t | P (t)}   or {t | condition (t)} -- this is also known as expression of relational calculus 

Where t is the resulting tuples, P(t) is the condition used to fetch t. 

{t | EMPLOYEE (t) and t.SALARY>10000}  - implies that it selects the tuples from EMPLOYEE relation such that 

resulting employee tuples will have salary greater than 10000. It is example of selecting a range of values. 

{t | EMPLOYEE (t) AND t.DEPT_ID = 10} – this select all the tuples of employee name who work for 

Department 10.   

The variable which is used in the condition is called tuple variable. In above example t.SALARY and t.DEPT_ID 

are tuple variables. In the first example above, we have specified the condition t.SALARY >10000. What is the 

meaning of it? For all the SALARY>10000, display the employees. Here the SALARY is called as bound variable. 

Any tuple a ia le ith For All’ ?  o  there exists’ (?) condition is called bound variable. Here, for any range 

of values of SALARY greater than 10000, the meaning of the condition remains the same. Bound variables are 

those ranges of tuple variables whose meaning will not change if the tuple variable is replaced by another 

tuple variable. 

In the second example, we have used DEPT_ID= 10. That means only for DEPT_ID = 10 display employee 

details. Such variable is called free variable. Any tuple variable without a  For All’ o  there exists’ condition is 

called Free Variable. If we change DEPT_ID in this condition to some other variable, say EMP_ID, the meaning 

of the query changes. For example, if we change EMP_ID = 10, then above it will result in different result set. 

Free variables are those ranges of tuple variables whose meaning will change if the tuple variable is replaced 

by another tuple variable. 

All the conditions used in the tuple expression are called as well formed formula – WFF. All the conditions in 

the e p essio  a e o i ed  usi g logi al ope ato s like AND, O‘ a d NOT, a d ualifie s like Fo  All  ?  o  
the e e ists  ? . If the tuple a ia les a e all ou d a ia les i  a WFF is alled closed WFF. In an open WFF, 

we will have at least one free variable. 

 

Domain Relational Calculus 

In contrast to tuple relational calculus, domain relational calculus uses list of attributes to be selected from the 

relation based on the condition. It is same as TRC, but differs by selecting the attributes rather than selecting 

whole tuples. It is denoted as below: 

{< a1, a2, a3, … an > | P(a1, a2, a3, … an)} 

Where a1, a2, a3, … an are attributes of the relation and P is the condition. 

For example, select EMP_ID and EMP_NAME of employees who work for department 10 

{<EMP_ID, EMP_NAME> | <EMP_ID, EMP_NAME> ? EMPLOYEE Λ DEPT_ID = }   

Get name of the department name that Alex works for. 

{DEPT_NAME |< DEPT_NAME > ? DEPT Λ ? DEPT_ID (<DEPT_ID> ? EMPLOYEE Λ EMP_NAME = Alex)}  

Here green color expression is evaluated to get the department Id of Alex and then it is used to get the 

department name form DEPT relation. 
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Let us consider another example where select EMP_ID, EMP_NAME and ADDRESS the employees from the 

department where Alex works. What will be done here? 

{<EMP_ID, EMP_NAME, ADDRESS, DEPT_ID > | <EMP_ID, EMP_NAME, ADDRESS, DEPT_ID> ? EMPLOYEE Λ 
? DEPT_ID (<DEPT_ID> ? EMPLOYEE Λ EMP_NAME = Alex)}  

First, formula is evaluated to get the department ID of Alex (green color), and then all the employees with that 

department is searched (red color). 

Other concepts of TRC like free variable, bound variable, WFF etc. remains same in DRC too. Its only difference 

is DRC is based on attributes of relation. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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